
Dreams are strange things. What to make of them? Reports indicate that some people
dream vividly, recalling much of their dreams. Their dreams may be terrorizing,
fantastical, weird, unsettling, prophetic, confused, meaningless, or all of the above. The
dreams may combine or extend important or trivial things that happened to the dreamer
either recently or long ago. The dreams may lighten or darken the dreamer’s mood when
awake, haunt or inform the dreamer’s plans, or not affect the dreamer at all. Others dream
little or simply cannot recall dreams. But at one point or another, many of us wonder
what to make of dreams. And a spiritual perspective on dreams can help.

Dreams obviously involve a letting go of sorts. That’s the thing about dreaming: you’re
not in control of the content. Dreaming ignores
whatever ability you have when awake to guide
and direct your thoughts. If dreams are only
thoughts and not actual experiences, dreams are
thoughts that you cannot generally just turn off or
turn away, without struggling to wake up. And yet
dreams have some degree of pattern and order, or
they would be truly meaningless. That’s the other
thing about dreaming: dreams make at least a

limited kind of narrative sense, even if the narrative isn’t one the dreamer controls. One
can often relate at least part of a dream in a way that makes sense to oneself and another.

Think of it this way: the Bible at times and in ways equates sleep with death. For
instance, when referring to Lazarus’s death as if it were sleep, Jesus admonished the
disciples for not recognizing the parallel between the two. Sleep and death both involve
moving one’s conscious head from its divine, meaning-rich, upward orientation down
into the chaos and disorder of earth’s lower regions, literally to lay down exhausted, no
longer in control, in either sleep or death. And then, indecipherable chaos takes over.

Still, one must sleep to recover clarified consciousness, as in respects one must die to self
in order to rise in Christ. Letting go into sleep enables a cycle not just of death-like
disorder, when the demons may come to haunt, but also the cycle of restoration. If you
must interpret dreams, then interpret them as such: your immersion into chaos out of
which the awakened and conscious new you rises in Christ. Your dreams may be scary
but need not haunt. Christ descended into the grave, too, tricking the demons to give up
their power over the dark.


